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Estimates of the Joint Statisticsof Amplitudes and Periods
of Ocean Waves Using an Integral Transform Technique
K. T. SI-IUM AND W. K. MELVILLE

Departmentof Civil Engineering,R. M. ParsonsLaboratory, MassachusettsInstitute of Technology

An integral transformmethod is usedto obtain continuoustime seriesof wave amplitudeand period
from ocean wave measurements.The joint statisticsof thesetwo variables are determinedand directly
comparedwith the theoreticalprobability densitiespredictedby Longuet-Higgins(1975, 1983). Good
agreementis found for data from both calm and hurricaneseastates.This method avoidsthe ambiguities
in the definitionsof waveamplitudeand periodfoundin earliercomparisons
of fielddata with theory.
1.

INTRODUCTION

and Ipnis the phaseangle of the nth component.The function
A knowledgeof the joint probability density(JPD) of ocean •(t) can also be written as
wave heightsand periodsis of interestto oceanographersand
engineers.Such distributionscomplementthe power spectral
n=l
estimatesby providing information on the signal in the time
domain rather than the frequencydomain. Despite the practi- in whichp(t)eiø{t)
canbeexpressed
as
cal importanceof having good estimatesof the.JPD, especially
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for extremewave conditions,considerableambiguityexistsin
the comparisonsof the available theoreticaldistributionswith
thoseobtained from field data. Much of this ambiguity arises
from the definitionsof wave height and period used in data
analysis,which are usuallyrather arbitrary. The most popular
definition is based on a "zero-crossingwave" defined as the
part of record between alternate zero crossingsof the water
surface.The wave amplitude is then defined as the maximum
displacementof the water level betweenzero crossingsand the
wave period is the interval betweenalternate crossings.However, available theories on the statistical distributions of these
two variables involve approximations that apply only for
wavesfrom narrow band spectra.
In this paper an integral transform technique is used to
uniquelydefinethe amplitudeand period as continuousfunctions of time for a given wave record.The main advantagesof
this method are that it correspondsdirectly to the usual theoretical descriptions,with essentiallyno arbitrariness,and that
it lends itself to fast and efficientimplementationthrough the
use of the fast Fourier transform. A similar technique was
employedby Naess [1982] to deducethe extrema of the wave
envelope(definedas the magnitudeof p(t) in(2) below) for the
caseof a narrow band spectrum,by Melville[1983] to analyze
laboratory measurementsof the instabilities of deep-water
waves, and by Tayfun [1983] to compare the envelope approach with conventional crest-to-trough distributions of
wave height measurements.However, the method does not
appear to have been previouslyusedto obtain the joint density of amplitudeand period of oceanwaves,
The generalproblem of finding the JPD of oceanwaveswas
consideredby Longuet-Higgins[1975]. His treatment is based
on the idea of Fourier analysis,i.e., the wave field •(t) is the
sum of a large number of sinusoidalcomponentsof different
frequenciesand random phases,
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and is the complex envelopefunction of amplitude p(t) and

phaseO(t),modulatingthe carrierwave ei<*>'.The meanfrequency (a) was chosen such that the first moment of the
frequencyspectrum#• vanishes,where
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Thejointdensity
ofp and• wasthenobtained
byapplying
the Law of Large Numbers, assuming that the number of
components,M, is large.It takesthe form

p(p,t•)= -- (2•t2)-1/2exp -

+

(4)

which is the fundamental result of Longuet-Higgins ['1975].
However, not all valuesof p and
'

=

(5)

in this theoretical distribution correspondto values of zerocrossingamplitudesand periods.To comparethis theoretical
distribution with actual wave records,only those values of p
at the wave crestsshouldbe taken into account,with the wave
period being the interval betweensucceedinginstantsat which
the phase function O(t)+ (a)t equals multiples of 2•. To
avoid such complications,the narrow band assumption was
introduced.This required that the energyspectrumof the surface wave concentratesaround some mean frequency.The
waverecordcan thereforebe consideredas a simplesinusoidal
carrier wave with a slow amplitude modulation. The distribution of wave crestscan then be approximated by that of the
amplitude function p and that for wave period can be evaluated from a binomial expansionabout the mean frequencyin
the expressionfor the joint statistics:

in which A• is the (real) amplitude,a• is the angular frequency,
Copyright 1984 by the AmericanGeophysicalUnion.
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This approximate density, however, failed to describe the
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asymmetryabout the mean frequencyin the joint statisticsas
found in wave data of finite bandwidth spectra.
In the above derivation, the joint distribution of zerocrossing amplitudes and periods were obtained from an
asymptoticexpansion(as the bandwidth approacheszero) of
the joint distribution of the continuousamplitude and phase
function. This approximation led to limitations on the bandwidth for whichthe expressions
are valid. Moreover,the zerocrossingdefinitions become arbitrary as the waves become
irregularand have multiple extremain betweencrossings.
We
shall thereforemake a more direct comparisonbetweentheoretical densitiesand wave data. Instead of the zero-crossing
wave, we will define the amplitude and period as time series
which can be deduced from the water surface elevation record

1.

Parameters

I
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Fig. 1. Logarithmic plot of the power spectrumfor the data from
the Pacific Ocean over 1.75 hours samplingat 2.60 hertz. Each value
is an arithmetic mean of seven adjacent frequencycomponentscentered about that frequency.
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Fig. 2. A band-passedwave recordand its envelopefunctionover
200 secondsfor band pass[I] (swell)of data from the PacificOcean;
v -

0.21.

•(t). Assumingthat •(t) can be formulated as in (2), the imagi-

nary part of p(t)eiø(')ei<*>'
is givenby the Hilbert transformof
the original surface elevation under the restriction that the

functionp(t)eiø(')d
<•>'has no negativefrequencycomponents
in its Fourier transform domain. With both real and imaginary parts of the complex function known, time seriesof amplitude p(t) and phase O(t)+ (a)t (and hence frequency)are
readily obtained.The details of this procedureare given in the
appendices.
The initial aim of the work reported here was to test the
fundamental result of Longuet-Higgins [1975] ((4) above)
against field data by applying this demodulation technique
and avoiding the additional approximations that led to the
symmetricdistributions.During the courseof this work it was
learned that some of our results had been anticipated by
Longuet-Higgins [1983]. In this most recent paper, it was
shownthat that the JPD is given by

and

the Rangeand Chi-SquareValuesfor the CorrespondingHistograms

p(R,T)=

Band Pass

Calm

Data

[I]

[II]

Range of
band pass,s

6.9-20.0

2.4-6.9

v

(z), s

(6)

Sea

where

[III]
1.5-25.0

R = p/(21ao)
•/2

Hurricane Sea

T=z/(z)

2.0-20.0

0.21

0.24

0.73

0.41

12.7

4.0

7.6

10.2

10.11

/•o,m2

0.120

0.044

0.167

1 -- K
L

0.981
0.981

0.984
0.983

0.877
0.876

0.944
0.942

Wave slope

0.017

0.106

0.057

0.246

(7a)
(7b)

are the nondimensionalamplitude and period, respectively.
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Parametersfor the Histograms
Amplitude
Range, m
Degrees of

0.06-1.44

0.04-0.96

0.075-1.80

0.6-14.4

48

45

45

24

163

72

63

48

freedom

Chi-square
values

Wave period
Range, s
Degreesof

1.0-29.0
47

1.5-13.0
47

144

38

2.5-37.0

3.2-30.8
24

1.13

freedom

Chi-square

307

102

values

The parametersv, (z), tt, K, L, and chi-squarevaluesare given in
(9), (8), (3), (C6), (C9), and (11), respectively.
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Fig. 3. A wave record and its envelopefunction over 200 seconds
for band pass[III] of data from the Pacific Ocean, v = 0.73.
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Fig. 4. Histogram of wave amplitude for band pass [I] (swell) of
the Pacific Ocean data over 1.40 hours sampling at 2.60 hertz. The
curve is the Rayleigh distribution. Density valuesare per unit normal-

Fig. 6. Histogram of wave amplitude for band pass [III] of the
Pacific Ocean data over 1.4 hours samplingat 2.60 hertz. The curve is
the Rayleigh distribution. Density values are per unit normalized

izedamplitude;
(2#o)•/2 = 0.490m.

waveamplitude;
(2#o)•/2 = 0.578m.

The rth moment gr is definedas in (3), and

proposedby Longuet-Higgins[1983] are given in Appendices
A and B. The form of the distribution appropriate in the
analysisof digital data is introducedin AppendixC.

<a> =

(8)

is chosensuchthat Hi = 0. The function
2.

L(v)= «[1 + (1 + v2)1/2]• 1 + v2/4+ 0(v2)
is a normalization factor to account for the probability of
negativefrequenciesin (4) which shouldnot exist.The dimensionlessparameterv, which increaseswith bandwidth,is given
by
1

v = --

(/z2//Zo)
•/•

(9)

FIELD DATA AND ANALYSIS

Two sets of data were analyzed, one from a mild sea state
and the other from hurricane conditions.The unpublished
field data from a relativelycalm seaweremade availableby R.
E. Davis and L. Regier of the ScrippsInstitution of Oceanography, La Jolla, California. Measurementswere made from
the Floating Instrument Platform (FLIP) which was stationed
at 31.52øN, 118.30øW in the Pacific Ocean, 250 miles west of

San Diego, California in water between 3000 m and 4000 m

Theaimofthispaper,
then,
istocompare
direc'tly
theabovedeep.The data were taken on March 26, 1973 startingat 1700
thoereticaldistributionwith the statisticsof the amplitudeand
period as evaluated by the Hilbert transform. Field data obtained in the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Mexico

are used

for comparisonsof the measured statisticswith theoretical
joint distributions.
The field data and methods of analysis are describedin
section2. The resultsare presentedin section3 and discussed
in section4. A brief review of Hilbert transformtechniqueand
the theoreticaljoint density of wave amplitude and period
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Pacific Standard Time under calm weather. The record includ-

ed measurementsfrom resistancewave gagesand the pitch
and roll motions of FLIP. Individual channelswere digitized
simultaneously(within 50 Us of each other) at a frequencyof
2.60 cyclesper secondfrom recordedanalog data. A total of

2•'• (= 16,384)datapointsspanning
6291seconds
(1.75hours)
were used, giving a time interval between data points of

0.384s, a frequencyresolutionof 1.59x 10-'• s-•, and a Nyquistfrequency
of 1.30s- • in thedigitalFouriertransform.
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Fig. 5. Histogram of wave amplitude for band pass [II] (wind
wave) of the Pacific Ocean data over 1.40 hours samplingat 2.60
hertz. The curve is the Rayleigh distribution.Density valuesare per

distributionas given by (C4) and (C5). Density valuesare per unit

unitnormalized
waveamplitude;
(2#o)•/2 = 0.297m.

normalized period' (•) = 12.7 s, v = 0.21.

Fig. 7. Histogram
of 12914valuesof waveperiodflorbandpass
[I] (swell) of the Pacific Ocean data. The curve is [he theoretical
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[II] (wind wave) of the Pacific Ocean data. The curve is the theoretical distribution as given by (C4) and (C5). Density valuesare per unit
normalized period, (z) = 4.0 s, v = 0.24.

The wave gage measurementwas corrected for the pitch
and roll of FLIP. Since the magnitude of these two angles
rarely exceededa few degrees,the changein elevation due to
pitch and roll motion can be approximatedby the product of
this angle and the distancebetweenthe gageand the centerof
hull projected along the correspondingaxis of rotation. The
adjusted gage reading was then found by subtracting this
product from the original record. The contribution from the
vertical and lateral translations

of FLIP

were not accounted

for since these quantities were not readily measurable.The
natural frequencyfor heave motion of FLIP was approximately 0.037 Hz (27 s), while that for pitch and roll motion
was near 0.021 Hz (48 s). These frequencieswere prominent in
the energyspectrabut below the frequencyrange of the wave
field. They were filtered out by high passingthe time series
above 0.04 Hz.

The second set of data was recorded

in the Ocean

Data

Gathering Program (ODGP) in the Gulf of Mexico and furnished to us by G. Z. Forristall of Shell Development Company. It was taken by an inductance wave staff mounted
within the legs of an oil rig in 340 feet (• 100 m) of water
(ODGP station 1). Further details of the measurementscan be
found in papers by Hamilton and Ward [1974], Ward [1974],
and Patterson [1974]. The record in this analysiswas taken

normattzed
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malizedperiod;v = 0.21,(2/to)
1/2= 0.490m, (z) = 12.7s.
eye of hurricane Camille was within 30 miles (48 km) of the
structure.It lastedfor 4096 seconds,with data points uniformly spacedat 1-secondintervals,giving a frequencyresolution

of 2.4 x 10-4 s-• and a Nyquistfrequencyof 0.5 s-• in the
digital Fourier transform. The significant wave height increasedfrom 39.5 ft (12.0 m) to 43.0 ft (13.1 m) over this time
span [Patterson, 1974].
Each wave recordwas filtered with a taperedcosinewindow

of length one tenth its duration. This reducedthe leakageof
the spectrum [see Bingham et al., 1967] and decreasedthe
total energy in the spectrum by 12.5%. To account for this
reductionin energy,the averagesof one half sum of squaresof
the recordsat eachstagein the analysisabove were calculated
for comparison.In particular,the ratio of the sum of squares
of the records before and after the cosine window was found.

The square root of this ratio was multiplied to the digital
Fourier

transform coefficients of the filtered function to com-

pensatefor this lossof energyin the cosinewindow.
z.o ........
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Fig. 9. Histogram of 11245 valuesof wave period for band pass
[lll] of the Pacific Ocean data. The curve is the theoretical distribution as givenby (C4) and (C5). Density valuesare per unit normalized period; (z) = 7.6 s, v = 0.73.
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Fig. 10. Joint distribution of 12914 pair of values of amplitude
and period at 2.60 hertz for band passIll (swell)of the PacificOcean
data. Density valuesare per unit normalizedamplitudeper unit nor-
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Fig. 11. Joint distributionof 12898pair of valuesof amplitude
and period at 2.60 hertz for band pass[II] (wind wave)of the Pacific
Ocean data. Density valuesare per unit normalizedamplitudeper

unitnormalized
period;v = 0.24,(2//o)1/2= 0.297m, (z) = 4.0s.
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A band pass was then applied to the spectrum. The moments#r for each bandpasswere evaluated.The Hilbert transform was taken, and the wave amplitude and period derived
as discussedin the appendices.Histogramsfor thesetwo parameterswere then plotted usingonly thosedata points inside
the tapered ends of the cosine window. The range of wave
period was, however, limited to the fundamental range, as
discussedin Appendix C, and all wave periods outside this
range were discarded.Their joint densitiesare presented as
contour maps in which, as in the histogram for wave periods,
only data points with periods inside the fundamental range
(2/f, 50 s) were used (f is the sampling frequencyin samples
per second).This restriction on the range of wave period required a modified expressionfor the theoretical densities,as
derived in Appendix C. A smoothingtechniquewas employed
in the contouring in which the modifiedjoint density value at
each grid point was a weighted average of its original value
and its eight neighboringpoints, i.e.,
x*(i, j) = x(i, j)/4 + [x(i -- 1,j) + x(i + 1,j)
+ x(i, j-

1, j-l)

+ x(i + 1,j + 1)+ x(i-
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Fig. 13. Power spectrumof hurricane Camille over 4096 seconds
sampledat 1 hertz. Each value is an arithmetic mean of sevenadjacentfrequencycomponentscenteredabout the frequency.

between

1,j + 1)]/16

in which x(i, j) was the original densityvalue at grid point (i, j)
and x*(i, j) was the smoothedvalue. This smoothingtechnique
was applied to both field data and theoretical curves. The
subroutine for this contouring determined the location of the
contoursby linear interpolation of the density valuesat adjacent grid points.
3.

I

swell and accountsfor 69% of the total energy. The second
band pass [II] from 2.36 s to 6.9 s correspondingto the wind
waves accountsfor 26% of the total energy. The third [III]

1) + x(i, j + 1)]/8

+ [x(i-l,j-1)+x(i+

I

6471

1.5 s and 25 s includes

both

wind

waves and swell

and contains over 98% of the total energy. Various parameters for these band passesare presentedin Table 1, wherein
"wave period" refers to the range in frequencydomain of the
band pass.The parametersv, (r), #o, K, and L in Table 1 are
given by (9), (8), (3), (C6), and (C9), respectively.The characteristic wave slopeis defined as

<ky2x/•o

(10)

in which (k) is the wave number correspondingto (r), using

RESULTS

linear
one-dimensional
wave
theory,
and2x/-•o
oisameasure
of
3.1. Calm Sea (Pacific Ocean)

The power spectrum (Figure 1) consistsof two dominant
peaks: one of period between 8 and 18 s, the other between 3
and 6 s. The peaks at periods greater than 25 secondsare
believed to be due to the pitch and roll motions of FLIP and
are thereforefiltered out. Three band passeswere thus chosen
in our study.The first ['I] from 6.9 s to 20 s correspondsto the
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the wave amplitude.
Figure 2 shows a sample record over 200 secondsof band
pass [I]. The upper and lower curves are the envelopefunction as obtained from the Hilbert transform (C1). It is interesting to note that most maxima of the actual record coincide
with that of the envelope. However, if we define the interval
betweenadjacent maxima (or minima) as a period, it is seen
that the periodsfor the envelopeare only about three to four
times that of the actual record. Thus the basic assumption
mady by Longuet-Higgins[1975], that the extrema of the sur-
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Fig. 12. Joint distribution of 11245 pair of values of amplitude
and period at 2.60 hertz for band pass[III] of the Pacific Ocean data.
Density valuesare per unit normalizedamplitudeper unit normalized

Fig. 14. Histogramof 3276 valuesof normalizedwave amplitude
for hurricaneCamille sampledat 1 hertz. The curve is the Rayleigh
distribution. Density values are per unit normalized amplitude;

period;v = 0.73,(2//o)1/2= 0.578In, (z) = 7.6s.

(2//o)'/2 = 4.50m.
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The histogramsfor amplitude and period are presentedin
Figures 14 and 15, respectively.The agreementis good except
at the peak densityvaluesin which the valuespredictedby
theory are lower/higher than the statisticsfor amplitude/
period. The joint distributionsare shownin Figure 16, where
the contour valuesare per unit normalized amplitude per unit
normalizedperiod. A density value of 0.05 correspondsto 1
count of data per grid, which is the lower limit of resolution.
Even though it is of interest to study the densitiesat high
wave amplitudes,the limited samplesizerestrictthe rangeof
resolutionof both amplitudesand periodsin the joint distri-

0.2

bution.

0.0

0.0

I .5

normalized
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wave

2.5
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Chi-squaretestshave been performedon both setsof data
to examinethe goodnessof fit. The chi-squarevaluesare presented at the end of Table 1. These numbers are evaluated as

Fig. 15. Histogram of 3109 valuesof wave period for hurricane
Camille. The curve is the theoretical distribution as given by (C4) and
(C5). Density values are per unit normalized period' (•)= 10.2 s,

i+1

Z2(/)
=J•, (•--ni/j)2

(11)

v =0.41.

in whichZ2(I)is the ;(2valuewith degreeof freedomI, f• is the
cumulativeprobability in the interval i, ni is the number of
samplesthat have values in the same interval, I + 1 is the
face elevation denselyregisterthe envelope,is not realized in
number of intervals, and J is the total number of data points.
thiscase,eventhoughthebandwidthparameterv2 is considerDespite the apparent good agreementfound betweenthe hisably below the 0.36 narrow band criterion, as suggestedby
tograms and theoretical curves, the chi-square values have
Longuet-Higgins[1983]. Figure 3 is a sampleof the record
significancevaluesof over 0.99 exceptfor wave period in the
and its envelopefor band pass[III]. Note that the maxima of
caseof wind waves(band pass[II-J for the Pacific Ocean data).
the envelopefunctionare not alwaysattained by the original
(I.e., if the theoretical curves were to agree with the experirecord.

Figures4 through 6 are histogramsof the amplitudefunctions as derivedin AppendixC (equation(C1)) for band passes
[I], [II], and [III]. The solid curvesare theoreticaldensities,
as given by (B2). The probability densitiesare shownper unit
normalizedwave amplitude.The wave amplitudefor the peak
densityvaluesin the theory are about 0.1 unit lower than that
of the statisticsfor band passes[I] and [II]; however, the
maximum theoretical density values in all three casesagree
well with thosefrom data, particularly for the high wave amplitudeswhich are of most practicalconcern.
Figures7 through 9 are histogramsfor wave period for the
same band passes[I], [II], and [III] as evaluatedaccording
to (C2) and (C3). The solid curvesare theoreticaldistributions
as given by (C4). We seegood agreementbetweenthe statistical propertiesof field data and theoreticaldistributions.
Figure 10 is thejoint histogramand theoreticaljoint density
(equation(C7)) for band pass [I]. Similarly, Figure 11 is for
band pass [II] and Figure 12 is for band pass [III]. (The
failure of the JPD contours to convergeto the origin in Fig-

mental measurements, there would be less than a 1% chance

that the chi-squarevaluesare as large as shownhere.)
4.

DISCUSSION

It has been shown that the Hilbert transform techniquecan
be applied to wave recordsand the amplitudesand periods
thus obtained have statisticaldistributionsin good agreement
with those proposedby Longuet-Higgins[1983] for a bandwidth parameterv of up to 0.73. From the mathematicalpoint
of view, there is no restrictionson the spectralbandwidth for
which the derivation

of the theoretical

densities are valid. In

other words, no limitations are placed on the frequenciesof

2O

ures 12 and 16 is a result of the smoothingdescribedabove.)
The contoursare interpolatedfrom a squaregrid of 25 x 25
density values. It was found that a further increasein the
number of divisionsled to very irregular contoursin the statistics.Many of the qualitative featuresof the theory are seen
in the data for the joint densities,as discussedby LonguetHiggins [1983]; in particular, we note the increasingasymmetry in thejoint distributionas bandwidthincreases.
3.2. Hurricane Sea (Camille in the Gulf of Mexico)

The power spectrum is shown in Figure 13. It is single
peaked, as is typical of storm spectra.The high-frequency
componentsdecay as the negativefifth power of frequency,
which is characteristic

for Pierson-Moskowitz

o. 5

1.0

normalized

i. 5

2.o

uJave per'lod

or JONSWAP

(Joint North Sea Wave Project)spectra.A bandpassof 2 s to
20 s is applied to the record and accountsfor 99% of the
original energy.

Fig. 16. Joint distribution of 3109 pairs of valuesfor wave amplitude and period for hurricane Camille. Density values are per unit
normalized period per unit normalized amplitude; v = 0.41,

(2/.10)
•/2 = 4.50m, <•> = 10.2s.
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Compared with statistical analysis of wave periods using
zero-crossingwaves,our presentmethod givesa larger density
valuefor low-frequencywaves.The reasonis that eachwave is
countedas one entry in the zero-crossingwave period statistics, while in our present method all data points are spaced
beingbound by the rangeof phasechange[q•(t+ At) - •b(t)] equally apart in time and therefore long-period waves have
more entries. This considerationapplies to wave amplitude
allowed in (C3). Its upper bound dependson the value of
(the lower limit for phasechangein unit time increment;see statisticsas well, sincelarge waves are associatedmore with
AppendixC) and can be chosento be arbitrarily large as long low-frequencywaves. However, the correspondencebetween
as it is short comparedwith the duration of the record ana- the two methods in wave amplitude statistics are not as
lyzed.The lower bound is a functionof the time interval be- straightforwardas in the caseof wave periods.
From Figure 3 it is found that the maxima of the wave
tween samples.This value is given by 2At by restrictingthe
range of permissiblephasechangeto (g, rr). Alternatively,we envelopeand underlyingwave record do not alwayscoincide.
could have decreasedthis lower bound to At by defining the This phenomenonbecomesmore pronouncedas the spectral
range of phasechangeto (g, 2rr).However, this would give a bandwidth increases,and some of the larger values of the
resolutionof wave period below the correspondingNyquist envelopemay not be realizedby the actual waves.The statisthe sinusoidalcomponentsin the frequencyspace.However,
for the central limit theorem to be valid, the amplitudes of
thesecomponentshave to be of comparablemagnitudes.
One limitation of this approach is the resolution of wave
period in the time domain (as evaluatedfrom (C2) and (C3)),

elopefunctionmay overpredictzero-crossing
frequency(= 1/2At)whichis the limit on frequencyresolution tics of this end,
in the frequencydomain. Furthermore,phasechangesin the amplitudesin the high values,as is observedin previousfield
range(rr, 2rr) can as well be interpretedas valuesin the range studies[e.g., Forristall, 1978].
The high significancelevels found in the chi-square tests
(-r r, 0) correspondingto negative frequencies[e.g., Melville,
1983].To avoidthisambiguity,we limitedthe rangeof phase suggestthat the proposedtheoreticalmodelsshould be rejected as the distribution of the data. It is found that a significant
changesto (g,
Note that the derivation of the theoreticaldensitiesrequires contributionto thesehigh Z2 valuescomefrom only a few
that the wave field can be formulated as in (1) by assuming intervalswhich have large discrepancies
betweentheory and
random phases•b,. This necessarilyrequiresthe wavesto be statistics (e.g., about T = 0.9 in Figure 7 and T = 0.7 in
linear. It is shown, from the storm data, that the same theory Figure9). Direct comparison
of Z2 valuesfor the four wave
can also be appliedto seastatesin which linear wave theory is bands studiedusingthe same number of data points (,-, 3200)
no longer strictly valid. (A crude measureof the nonlinearity is and degreesof freedom(24) are shownin Table 2, from which
given by the characteristicwave slope as defined by (10) and it can be seenthat the ;•2 valuesare not simplyrelatedto
presentedin Table 1.) It shouldbe noted that estimatingthe bandwidthor nonlinearity.From the graphsof amplitudediswavelengthsfrom the wave periods and the dispersion re- tributions (Figures4, 5, 6, and 14), it is seenthat the location
lationship givesan upper bound of the wave length in a wave in the sample space(i.e., the nondimensionalamplitudes)of
field with an angular spread of wave incidence. (It can be the major discrepanciesvaries. Since the theoretical distrieasily shown, for the simple case of a two-wave systemwith bution (B2) doesnot dependon any parameters,there are no
same frequenciesbut different angles of incidence,that the apparentremedies
to correctfor thesehigh•2 values.We are
apparent wave number calculatedfrom recordsat three adja- unableto explainthe failurein this •2 testdespitethe apparcent gagesdecreasesfrom their actual value to zero as the ent good agreementobservedin the graphs.
angle included between the waves increasesfrom 0 to rr (see,
APPENDIX A' REVIEW OF HILBERT TRANSFORM
for example,Shum[1984]).) A study of the wavenumberdistriThe Hilbert transform techniquehas been used previously
bution was performedon the Pacific Ocean data usingrecords
from three wave gages.It was found that the angular spread in the study of amplitude and frequencymodulation in water
increased with bandwidth. The estimation of nonlinearity waves,for example, by Naess [1982] and Melville [1983]. A
using(10) should thereforebe limited to narrow band spectra. review of this transformis given below.
Let S(t) be a complexsignal with •(t) and r/(t) its real and
The hurricanewaverecordis from that of a growingseaas
Camille approached. This time-varying excitation departs imaginary parts. Given only the real part •(t) of the time
from the basic assumptionof stationarity in spectralanalysis, history of S(t), r/(t) is, in general, undetermined.However, for
and the duration we chose(1.14 hours) is a compromisebe- the specialcasein which the Fourier Transform of S(t) has no
negative frequency components,r/(t) (and thus S(t)) can be
tweenrequirementsof stationarityand statisticalsignificance.
found from •(t) by the Hilbert transformtechnique.It was first
proposedby Dugundji[1958]. A detailedaccountof thistransform as appliedto digital time seriescan be found in the work

TABLE 2. A Direct Comparisonof the Goodnessof Fit Between
the Theoretical

Distributions

and Wave Data for the Various Band

Passes Studied

Data

I-I]

[II]

[III]

of Oppenheimand Schafer[1975].
Let the wave record •(t) be the real part of the complex
signalS(t) havingFourier coefficientsCne suchthat

Camille
N-1

•(t) = Z Cn
eein•t

Parametersfor the Band Passes
v

0.21

0.24

0.73

0.41

Wave slope

0.017

0.106

0.057

0.246

The Fourier coefficientsCnof S(t) are then givenby

Chi-Square Values

For amplitude
For period

130
94

59
42

47
92

48
102

cn=O
cn = 2Cn
e

Chi-square values with 24 degreesof freedom and •3200 data
points.

N/2_•n_•N-1
1 _• n _• N/2-

1

In the time domain, S(t) can be representedas •(t) + i•f[•(t)]
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becomenegligibleat a frequencymuchlowerthan the Nyquist
frequency.We thereforehave confidencethat the above assumptionis valid in our case.

where

= --

1•_• •(z)
&

=

APPENDIX C' RESOLUTION OF WAVE PERIOD
which is the well-known Hilbert transform of a(t).
It should be noted that this approachwill give an accurate
From AppendicesA and B, we seethat the amplitudeand
descriptionof S(t) only if it contains no negativefrequency periodat any instantcan be found as follows'Assumingthat

components,i.e.,c, = 0 for N/2 < n _<N - 1. This is the causality requirementin time seriesanalysis,i.e., informationdoes
not propagatebackwardsin time. In other words,what happensin a subsequentmoment would not changethe signalat
any previousinstants.We shall discussthis assumptionin
AppendixB.

S(t)= p(t)eiø")e
i<*>t=•(t) + irl(t),wehave

p(t)= [•2(t) -t-r/2(t)]1/2

(C1)

ok(t)= O(t)+ (a)t = arctan [rl(t)/((t)]

(C2)

p(t) is thereforethe amplitudeat time t, and the instantaneous
period is evaluatedas

APPENDIXB: RELATIONSHIP
BETWEENPARAMETERS
IN THEJOINTDENSITYOF LONGUET-HIGGINS
[1983]

2•rAt

•(t) =

AND THE FAST FOURIER TRANSFORM COEFFICIENTS
OF THE WAVE RECORD

The wave field •(t) is assumedto be composedof a large
numberof sinusoidalcomponentsof differentfrequenciesand
randomphases,as in (1). By expressing
•(t) as the real part of

p(t)eiø(t)e
i<*>t(andrecall(5)),Longuet-Higgins
[1983] wasable
to show that the joint distribution of wave amplitude and

period in terms of nondimensional
amplitudeR and nondimensionalperiod T is givenby (6). In our presentinterpretation, negativephaseincrementsare acceptable,and the empirical parameterL(v) is not needed.The joint densitytherefore takes the form

p(R,T)-v•/_•Sexp
-R21+ -1 v2

½(t + At)-

(C3)

Note that the wave period thus deducedis bound by two
factors.In evaluatingthe phasefunctionO(t)+ (a)t, the principle argument(between0 and 2•) is assumedin taking the
arctangentof rl(t)/•(t).The phasechangebetweentwo consecutive instants is therefore in the range of (-2•, 2•) plus an
unknownmultiple of 2•. We restrictthe phasechangeto the

range(5, •). From (C3) abovethe waveperiodof resolutionis

thusboundbelowby 2/f wherel/f(= At) is the sampling
interval (f/2 is the Nyquist frequency).The upper bound is
determinedby the lower cutoffvaluefor the phasechange,
and the maximum wave period is then given by 2•/(f5). In
our study, 6 is chosensuch that the upper bound of wave
periodresolutionis 50 s.
The resultsof Longuet-Higgins[1983] were derived using
the central limit theorem. This leads to finite probability
valuesfor all valuesof T in (-oc, oc)in the theoreticaldistributionsfor both waveperiodand joint amplitudeand period.
To apply thesedensitiesto our case,we have to allow for the
probabilitiesof periods outside the primary range (T•, T2)
whereT1= 2/f and T2 = 2•/(f5). This includesaccounting
for
the aliasingof phasechangesin intervals(2nz•+
n .... , -2, -1, 1, 2,... into (5, •) and the phasechangesin
the range (2nz•+ z•, 2n7r+ 2z•+ 5) that have been neglected.
We can thereforeformulate the modified densityp*(T) as

(B1)

from which,

p(R)=f+••dTp(R,
T)=2Re
-R2 (B2)
p(r) =

dR p(R,T)= «v2Irl [(1 + v2)r2 - 2T + 1]-3/2
©
(B3)

p*(T) = •q(T)

To applythis to our case,we note that •(t) canbe rewrittenas
(N/2)-

Re {S(t)}=

2 Re {Cnee
inat}

.=1

(N/2)-

-

•

(C4)

p*(T) = 0

1

•

2If < T < 50

1

21cnel
COS
(nat+ ½n)

(B4)

n=l

in which ½nis the phase of Cne. A comparisonof (1) and (134)

otherwise.

where q(T) is the sum of the original probability densityat T
and that due to aliasingand • accountsfor the "lost" probability due to the exclusionof phasechangesin the intervals
(2nz•+ z•,2nz•+ 2z•+ 5), n = +_1, _+2, _+3,...
It can be shown that

shows that if we let An = 21cnel, an--na, Ckn
= ½n, and
M = (N/2) - 1, we can calculatethe moments#r from •(t) and

q(T)= •' JnP(rn)
n =

(C5)

--oo

the densities(equations (131),(B2), and (133))are then fully
determined.

where

In the above formulation, it is apparent that if
M > (N/2)- 1, the original assumptionin the Hilbert transform (that cn = 0 for N/2 _<n _<N - 1) is violated. However,
it is well known in the theory of digital Fourier transformthat
and J, is the Jacobian
if the original time signal contains frequency components

1 + nT(z)f

abovethe Nyquist frequency(whichequals1/2At),their contributions will be aliased in the Fourier transform spaceas
aT (1 + nT(z)f) 2
lower-frequencycomponents.In the energy spectrum of the
wave record we studied, the high-frequency components The parameter• equals1/(1- K) where K is the integral of
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p(T) over the ranges

APPENDIXD: INTEGRALS
OFp(R), p(T),
AND p(R, T)

11)

-•' f(r)

The integral

rn- fif (z)' m+ 0.5

,

Q(R• R2' T•, T2)=

1

1 1 1 1)

where m = 1, 2, 3,...

(D1)

1

can be evaluatedby substituting

and fi = 6/2rr. From Appendix D, we

can express

u=-

+p

R2dRdTp(R,
T)
•R1

'm+ fi f (z)' m- 0.5f •'z)

K=m=
•1 P
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1

1z) -P

m + 0.5

•

m-0.5 f•z>

_p

1

1

- 1

du=

T2

giving

rn - fi f (z

frr2d
Tp(R,
T)
1

m+ fi

+p -2 _

-1)/v
=f(1/T1
du
•2 R2
exp
[-R2(1
+u2)]

(C6)

d(1/T2-1)Iv

u2
•)U/v
(- t2)
=Re•2 f(1/rlo(1/T2-1)R/v
dtexp

in which P(T) is given by (D4). In actual computation the
infinite sum is truncated when the next term in the sum does

not changeby morethan 10-5 of the previoussum.It was

=Re-•2{erf
I•-(•-•1)]-erf
[--Rvv
(•2
- 1)]}

(D2)

found that this takes no more than two terms.

For the joint density,p(T.) in (C5) should be replaced by
p(R, T.), and K is the integral of p(R, T) over the sameranges Thus (D1) can be integratedby parts, noting that

of T divided by 2R exp (-R2). To obtain the theoretical

1

valuesfor the distributionin (R•, R2; T•, T2),we note that the
sumof probabilityin this rangeplus the aliasingcontributions
is givenby

2

d[erf
(=R)]
=• =exp
(-=2R2)
dR

1 {Q(R
1,R2'
T•,
T2)

1--to

+•

- • d(e•) = Re-• dR

to give the final result

R•,R2'1+nT•(z)f'l
+n•2(z)f

.=--

n:P O

Here the excludedprobabilitycontributionis similar to (C6)

ß{erf [R2(1+ (1/T• - 1)2/v2)
1/2]

above with K replacedby

- erf [R,(1 + (1/T1- 1)2/v2)'/2]}

•c=m=
• 1 QR1,
R2ß rn--1fi f (z)'
1

1

1

1 1-1 1+7 -1

m + 0.5 f (z

ß{erf JR2(1+ (l/T2 - 1)2/v2)
'/2]

m+

- erf JR1(1+ (1/T2 - 1)2/v2)'/2]}

+ Q(

f(r) +Q

f(r),

-e-•2•{erf
[--•
(•-•1)]-erf
I--•(•--•+e-•{erf
I--•(T•-1)]-erf
I--•(•2-

(C8)

and Q(R1, R2' T•, T2)is the integral
dR

= 2Q(R•, R2' T1, T2)

p(R, T)

(D3)

1

as evaluatedin Appendix D. The total contribution of theseis
givenby the factor 1 - L with

©
=•1
T125'2]
{'[(1- r,)12-+T1
1/2[(T2- 1)2+ T22v2]1/2'}

L =

dR

It can be found in standard integral tables [e.g., Gradshteyn
and Ryzhik, 1980] that (B3) and (B2) can be integratedto give,
respectively,
T-1

dT p(R, T)

[(1 - T)2 q- v2T2]1/2
P(T)
=;p(T)
dT
=«sgn
(T)

1

Thisnumberis comparedwith 1 - K in Table 1.

(D4)

(C9)

R)
dR
=-exp
(-R
2)
whichis thewell-knownRayleighDistributionß

(DS)
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